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Background

Intermittent catheterisation has become the gold standard treatment option for many people with urinary disorders, including spinal cord injury, multiple sclerosis, spina bifida [1,2]. It is an effective and practical method which involves the periodic insertion of the catheter into the bladder to drain urine and its immediate removal after the bladder empties. This procedure can either be performed by the self (intermittent self-catheterisation: ISC) or by health-care professionals, relatives or caregivers [3-5]. This procedure is recommended over other types of catheterisation such as indwelling catheterisation due to the numerous health benefits, including a lower risk of developing urinary tract infections, pyelonephritis, and renal inflammation [6-9]. Other advantages to intermittent catheterization include improvement in self-care and independence, ability to decide when and where to perform the procedure with a minimum amount of equipment, fewer barriers to intimacy and sexual activities, and a decrease in the risk of blockage, catheter rejection, pain, and trauma [10-14]. The benefits of innovations such as ISC are often quite broad in terms of how they affect a patients’ life. For example it may mean people are less worried about their need for catheterisation and so become more likely to socialise with family and friends. These psychological and social benefits are only really possible to capture directly from the patient. These types of broader benefits in health care are best recorded through the use of patient reported outcomes (PROs). PROs are standardised survey instruments that are designed to measure outcomes from patients in clinical trials and clinical practice.

In recent years emphasis has been placed on the greater involvement of patients in the health and medical care they receive. PROs are described as “any report of the status of a patient’s health condition that comes directly from the patient, without interpretation of the patient’s response by a clinician or anyone else” [15]. Thus, PROs are used to gain understanding of health outcomes from the patients’ perspective. In the UK the NHS believe that the data from patient outcome measures can drive better health care decision making [16]. PROs are also used to accompany clinical assessments by the pharmaceutical industry for labelling claim purposes and market access [15,17,18]. The ISC-Q was developed to provide better data regarding important outcomes for people who rely on ISC [19].

Results from the ISC-Q Development Study

Development and validation

The ISC-Q outcome measure was developed in 2012 and the study was divided into two phases [19]. The first phase focused on the development of the ISC-Q with 20 interviews using a depth interview technique [20,21] and a review of selected literature. Based on the interview and review, 26 items of importance for individuals performing ISC were selected and categorised into four domains: ‘ease of use’, ‘convenience’, ‘discreetness’, and ‘psychological well-being’. Ten cognitive debriefing interviews with UK and French individuals who performed ISC were conducted to ensure face and content validity of the ISC-Q. A urology expert was also consulted to provide further support for content validity of the ISC-Q. The items were accordingly revised based on these interviews.

The second phase of the study focused on the validation of the ISC-Q. The PRO measure was administered online in the UK, France, and Germany to 306 individuals diagnosed with a neurologic disorder (spinal cord injury, multiple sclerosis, and spina bifida) that used ISC as their main method of bladder management. Various psychometric assessments were performed to:

- Evaluate item performance including skew, floor or ceiling effects, item facility, item-to-domain correlation, and principal component analysis.
- Assess the conceptual framework of the ISC-Q using exploratory factor analysis to determine the structure of the ISC-Q and whether they matched the predefined ISC-Q domains.
- Measure reliability of the final ISC-Q domains/items in terms of internal consistency and test-retest reliability.
- Measure validity of the final ISC-Q domains in terms of convergent validity.

Results of validation study

The full details for the psychometric evaluation are reported elsewhere [19] and a short summary is provided here.

Phase I: Revisions were made to the draft ISC-Q based on the cognitive debriefing interviews, resulting in a total of 27 items. Domain scores were transformed to a 0 to 100 scale, with a higher score representing fewer burdens associated with ISC. An aggregate score of all domain scores was also provided to calculate the ISC-Q total score.

Phase II: The analysis of item performance identified three problematic items, based upon skewed distribution of responses, and a negative and low item-total correlation. Two items showed low factor loadings (≤0.4) when assessed on the principal component analysis. These items were removed from the measure, resulting in a total of 24 items in the final version of the ISC-Q. The exploratory factor analysis supported the domain structure of the ISC-Q. The analysis provided evidence of four distinct factors which accounted for 48.9% of the total variance. The internal consistency reliability of the ISC-Q domains ranged from 0.83 to 0.86, and the total ISC-Q score was 0.92. The test-retest reliability assessment revealed acceptable-good reproducibility; the ‘discreetness’ and ‘psychological well-being’ domains and the overall total scores performed well, but the ‘ease of use’ and ‘convenience’ domains showed slightly weaker performance. Lastly, the ISC-Q
The ISC-Q has proven to be a valid and reliable outcome measure. However, as with all new instruments, it is acknowledged that the validation of the ISC-Q is an iterative process. Nonetheless, use of this PRO measure in clinical studies could help guide both health care providers and intermittent-catheter users in selecting appropriate catheters. The ISC-Q may also be useful in understanding the benefit of intermittent catheterization compared with the participant’s current device using the ISC-Q. A total of 125 intermittent catheter users were randomized to receive their current device or the new device, and after a 6 week period participants were switched over. Responsiveness and sensitivity of the ISC-Q were also assessed. Good responsiveness to the new intermittent catheter were indicated by the 'discreetness' and 'convenience' domains and also the total ISC-Q score. Moderate levels of responsiveness were shown by the 'ease of use' domain, whereas the 'psychological well-being' domain was not found to be sensitive in this study (Table 1).

**Conclusion**

The ISC-Q has proven to be a valid and reliable outcome measure. However, as with all new instruments, it is acknowledged that the validation of the ISC-Q is an iterative process. Nonetheless, use of this PRO measure in clinical studies could help guide both health care providers and intermittent-catheter users in selecting appropriate catheters. The ISC-Q may also be useful in understanding the benefit of intermittent catheter devices and thus lead to more finely tailored health care interventions. The development of intermittent catheter devices and thus lead to more finely tailored catheters. The ISC-Q may also be useful in understanding the benefit of intermittent catheterization in older people: a valuable alternative to an indwelling catheter? Age Ageing 34: 57-60.

**Results from a Clinical Trial Which Employed the ISC-Q**

Since its development the instrument has been included as the primary outcome measure in a study comparing outcomes in people using different catheter devices. An open-label, randomized, multicentre, crossover study was conducted in France, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and Norway. This study was designed to assess the benefit of a novel intermittent catheter compared with the participant’s current device using the ISC-Q. A total of 125 intermittent catheter users were randomized to receive their current device or the new device, and after a 6 week period participants were switched over. Responsiveness and sensitivity of the ISC-Q were also assessed. Good responsiveness to the new intermittent catheter were indicated by the 'discreetness' and 'convenience' domains and also the total ISC-Q score. Moderate levels of responsiveness were shown by the 'ease of use' domain, whereas the 'psychological well-being' domain was not found to be sensitive in this study (Table 1).
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**Table 1**: Responsiveness and minimum important difference (MID) estimates of the ISC-Q.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Responsiveness</strong></th>
<th><strong>MID</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISC-Q Mean change in scores (SD)</td>
<td>SRM Effect size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>0.23 (0.89)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discreetness</td>
<td>1.20 (1.19)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological wellbeing</td>
<td>0.06 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>1.12 (1.04)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>16.28 (16.87)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SRM=standardized response ; *p<0.05 (from paired t-test); **p<0.01 (from paired t-test)